
Computer, ward round and nursing trolleys
Wiegand trolleys for digital 
process support in hospitals, clinics 
and nursing homes
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Digital process support

Innovative computer trolleys that can be individually customised for your processes.

For over 45 years, Wiegand has been developing and creating solutions to support medication and logistics processes in 
the health sector. In collaboration with doctors and nursing professionals, Wiegand is constantly developing new, modern 
solutions for process optimisation in hospitals and nursing homes.

Our new trolley range enables doctors and specialist staff  to implement digital processes. For example, on ward rounds, 
patient documentation can be input directly into the computer and necessary equipment can be carried on the trolley. The 
trolleys also provide an ergonomic workplace solution as a mobile workstation for nursing professionals. Thanks to their 
many possible confi gurations, these easily manoeuvrable trolleys have a vast range of applications. Choose the ideal 
trolley for your processes, or contact us to confi gure a personalised solution.

Trolleys custom-tailored to your processes
Wiegand off ers you various models of trolley that have been specifi cally developed for digital process support. Choose 
the trolley that matches your needs and make use of the whole range of fl exibility that the Wiegand system has to off er. 
For every trolley there’s a wide range of accessories available for you to choose from, so that you can confi gure your 
trolley individually.

LIGHT ward round trolley
Your ideal companion on ward rounds in hospitals and clinics. The LIGHT ward 
round trolley will impress you with its stable construction, and it can be manoeuv-
red through corridors and narrow patient rooms with eff ortless ease. The LIGHT 
ward round trolley can be equipped with an All-in-One PC or, alternatively, be 
used with a laptop.

MAX nursing trolley
The whole range of fl exibility of the Wiegand FlexLine system is available to you 
for confi guring your MAX nursing trolley. This multi-functional nursing trolley can 
be optimally customised to your work processes and off ers particular advantages 
for patient care and documentation. With plenty of storage space for medicines 
and equipment, the MAX nursing trolley is ideally suited for use as a mobile work-
station.

Custom trolley with 5-year warranty
Every WIEGAND® trolley is manufactured in the company’s workshop in Bülach 
near Zurich to meet your specifi c requirements. Employees in quality control con-
duct rigorous tests to check the materials and workmanship of each trolley. We 
produce our trolleys substantially and at the best possible prices.

WIEGAND® trolleys are entirely maintenance-free, so that you will not incur 
hidden costs in the future. We also off er a 5-year warranty on design and manu-
facturing errors.
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LIGHT ward round trolley
Compact, stable and reduced to the essentials

The LIGHT ward round trolley is your reliable companion on ward rounds. You can move effortlessly through narrow 
corridors and patient rooms with this agile ward round trolley. The generous worktop provides you with enough space 
for a diversity of documents or a laptop. If required, you can add an All-in-One PC, a keyboard extension and useful 
accessories to your ward trolley, which can be mounted directly on the height-adjustable lifting column.

All the benefits at a glance:

• Stable trolley construction – ideally suited for brisk walking and turning
• Good floor grip, easily manoeuvrable
• Large work surface with antibacterial coating
• Large hand grips all round to simplify trolley steering
• Infinitely adjustable height adjustment enables ergonomic working
• Can be equipped with universal VESA monitor bracket
• Safe, tidy cabling
• Signal-red wheel brakes for greater safety
• Accessories can be individually combined
• Space-saving keyboard holder
• Mouse tray – suitable for left- or right-handed users
• Possible to work comfortably sitting or standing
• Designer pedestal for more legroom

Technical specifications:

Dimensions work surface 590 x 590 mm
Dimensions stand  600 x 600 mm
Height work surface  720 up to 1120 mm - infinitely adjustable 
Wiegand No.   301.000.200 

Developed for the LIGHT ward rounds trolley
The LIGHT energy box is mounted vertically on the height-adjustable column and can be fi tted with up to three 200 Wh 
battery modules. Washable and disinfectable, the cable routing connects the electronics on the height-adjustable table 
with the LIGHT power box. This means that all cables can be housed in a safe and neat environment.

The control box is mounted directly on the LIGHT power box. It holds the charging plug for 230V AC as well as the on-off  
switch to disconnect the batteries from the devices and therefore extend their life. The cable box with the visible LCD dis-
play is located behind the monitor. A VESA-100 bracket is used to mount a simple monitor or a 230V all-in-one PC. A thin 
client is also required for monitor-only confi gurations, which is placed on top of the cable box.

WIEGAND® LIGHT power box

Hygienic and disinfectable 
cable routing

Cable box with thin client holder 

LIGHT power box with 
battery modules

Power cable to charge the 
LIGHT power box

Integrated control box for 
charging and to turn the device 

on and off

LCD display for power status
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Accessories for LIGHT ward round trolley
By means of an adaptor, two freely chosen accessories can be mounted on the LIGHT ward round trolley. Depending on 
your working method, you can decide whether you would prefer the accessories to be mounted on the front or the side. 
You can also retrofi t the accessories later or, if your needs change, replace them with just a few twists of the hand.

Description  Folding shelf, right side

• Additional storage space
• Dimensions: 220x395x06 mm
• Load capacity up to 4 kg
• Material: VKH

Article No.  301.008.200.O

Description  Box for hanging files

• Ideal for carrying hanging folders 
• Steel hanging file support
• Dimensions: 425x200x305 mm
• Material: plastic

Article No.  301.006.200.S (F)

Description  Holder for glove dispenser

• Suitable for all common glove dispensers
• Height can be adjusted
• Dimensions: 255x143x375 mm
• Material: Aluminium

Article No.  301.005.200.S (F)

Description  Holder for disinfectant dispenser

• Suitable for Euronorm disposable bottles 500ml
• Dimensions: 75x60x175 mm
• Material: stainless steel

Article No.  301.007.200.O

Description  Holder for infusion pole 

• Incl. infusion pole with 3 hooks
• without accessory adapter

Article No.  301.009.200.F

Description  Universal container

• Incl. insertion window 
• Dimensions: 230x150x125 mm
• Material: plastic

Article No.  301.001.200.S (F)

Accessories  206.101.301 Cross divider for universal container

Description  Universal holder, open

• Versatile use, for example for  
  disinfectant dispenser

• Dimensions: 240x100x177 mm
• Material: Inox

Article No.  301.002.200.S (F)

Description  Container for folder, A4 small

• Ideal for carrying a narrow folder
or patient folders, up to 4 cm wide

• Dimensions: 350x70x200 mm
• Material: plastic

Article No.  301.003.200.S (F)

Description  Container for folder, A4 large

• Ideal for carrying a large folder
or patient folders, up to 7.5 cm wide

• Dimensions: 350x100x200 mm
• Material: plastic

Article No.  301.004.200.S (F)
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MAX nursing trolley
All-in-one: computer and nursing trolley all-in-one

This nursing trolley offers you the unique combination of nursing trolley with plenty of storage space for medicines, 
dressings and consumables together with a mobile computer workstation. Thanks to the time-tested FlexLine system, 
you can configure the MAX nursing trolley exactly according to your needs. With this nursing trolley you don’t have to 
make any compromises: you get a long-lasting, robust trolley that can be adapted if your requirements change.

All the benefits at a glance:

• Generous storage space for carrying medicines and materials
• Individually configurable thanks to Wiegand FlexLine system
• Can be equipped with various locking systems
• Compact and easily manoeuvrable – also ideal for narrow spaces
• Large hand grips all round to simplify trolley steering
• Infinitely adjustable height adjustment – suits every body size
• Available with universal VESA monitor holder
• Pull-out keyboard and mouse tray (for left- or right-handed users)
• Can be individually equipped with side-mounted pull-out worktop
• Possible to integrate an anaesthetics drawer
• Can be equipped with doors or drawers
• Available with shelving profiles or pull-out frames
• Door and drawer coverings available in various colours

Technical specifications:

Dimensions work surface 600 x 590 mm
Dimensions stand  560 x 560 mm
Height work surface  755 up to 1155 mm - infinitely adjustable 

WIEGAND® FlexLine power box
Compatible with any FlexLine trolley
Every WIEGAND® FlexLine trolley can be equipped with the power system, a keyboard tray and a monitor with a thin 
client or an all-in-one PC. The WIEGAND® power system is designed as a universal power supply for nursing and ward 
trolleys. 

The power box is the core element in the power supply. It is mounted beneath the FlexLine trolley and does not take up 
any useful space. It holds between one and four battery modules with a capacity of 200 Wh each. The large battery cells 
and the smart control software signifi cantly extend the life expectancy of the battery modules. In addition, the large batte-
ry cells increase charging speed and output power.

Hygienic and disinfectable 
cable routing

FlexLine power box with four 
battery modules

Control box for charging the 
power box and turning it on and 

off

Cable box with thin client holder 

Power cable to charge the 
FlexLine power box

LCD display for power status
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Colours shown may vary slightly.

Description  Holder for waste bag

• Side-mounted holder for waste bag
• For bags with capacity up to 3 l
• Fix mounted

Article No.  64.608

Alternatives  64.610 Holder for waste bag large
  64.609F Holder for waste bag swivelling
  64.752 Holder for waste bag Inox

Description  Holder for risk waste container

• Suitable for E-Safe container 2 l
• Fixed mounting on the trolley
• Material: Stainless steel

Article No.  64.742

Alternatives  64.678 Handle attachment
  64.776 Sharpsafe 2 litres

Accessories for the MAX nursing trolley
The FlexLine system off ers you a wide range of set-up options for your MAX nursing trolley. Here you’ll fi nd a selection of 
accessories that have already proven their worth in practical use for our customers. You can combine the accessories to 
confi gure the ideal trolley for your working procedures.

Description  Holder for hand gloves box, adjustable

• Suitable for all popular glove boxes
• Height can be adjusted
• Dimensions: 255x143x375 mm
• Material: Aluminium

Article No.  64.711L-Alu

Alternatives  64.675.1 3-fold holder for glove boxes, Inox

Description  Extraction frame lateral with tray

• Additional work surface
• Very stable, load up to 7 kg

Article No.  3440.2F

Description  Holder for disinfectant dispenser

• For disposable bottles (Euronorm 500 ml)
• Dimensions: 75x60x175 mm
• Material: Stainless steel

Article No.  64.722

WIEGAND® FlexLine system

With the FlexLine system, Wiegand off ers considerable design freedom to match the MAX nursing trolley precisely to 
your needs. The FlexLine trolley system enables individual confi gurations and comes with a wide range of accessories to 
deliver optimum support for your workfl ows.   

Select the basic configuration for your custom MAX nursing trolley here:

• Shelving profiles or full pull-out frames
• Drawers and anaesthetic drawers
• Side-mounted pull-out work surface
• Various locking systems available
• Various accessories such as holders and dispensers
• Swivel castors for any requirement

Trolley colours

Wiegand off ers you a diverse selection of trolley colours, whether you’re working with uniform colour codes or want to 
stick to a specifi c décor concept. The front sides of the drawers and doors are available in the following 10 standard co-
lours at no extra cost:

Pull-out frame for fi xed attachment 
of modules to the trolley

Shelving profi les enable more fl exible 
deployment of the trolley

0717
Atlantic

0010
Mango

124
Camomilla

0742
White

0024
Vivo

0067
Red

0718
Arctis

0011
Mandarin

0725
Yellow-green

021
Mona Lisa
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Description  Preparation for cylinder lock

• Trolley is prepared for mounting a 
  cylinder lock

• Bolt for front cover, door or panel

Article No.  1031.20

Alternatives  1061.08 Cylinder lock with KABA 8

Description  KitLock digital lock

• Digital combination lock

Article No.  KL1000*

Description  Preparation for digital half cylinder 
European profile, 30 mm

• Central lock for trolley
• Installation in panel

Article No.  45-1-L-VDigiZ

Locking systems for your Wiegand trolley

To safeguard your materials we off er you various locking systems. Locking systems are usually chosen on the basis of a 
company-wide locking plan. We will be happy to help you choose a suitable system.

Description  Infusion pole three hooks

• With three immovable hooks
• Height up to 1150 mm
• Other Infusion holders available 
• Material: Stainless steel

Article No.   64.681PK3

Alternatives   64.681PK-3x1 3 x 1 hook swivelling
   64.681PK-5x1 5 x 1 hook swivelling

Description  Plastic steerable wheels in various versions

• Available as electrically conductive steerable
   wheels

• Steerable wheels with total stop, red
• Steerable wheels with direction lock, grey

Description  Keyboard holder

• Reinforced keyboard holder
• With extendable mouse tray
• Dimensions: 500x430x100 mm

Article No.  64.778-3  Keyboard holder for LIGHT ward round trolley

Alternative  64.778-2 Keyboard holder for MAX nursing trolley

Accessories suitable for LIGHT, MEDIUM and MAX

Description  Holder for mouse
  
  For attaching the mouse to the trolley
  Dimensions: 51x115x76 mm
  Attaches with adhesive
  Material: Plastic

Article No. 64.791

Description  Slip protection, elastic buffer

• As attachment to the laptop
• Prevents slipping on the work surface
• Dimensions: 10x5 mm
• Material: Plastic

Article No.  3MSJ-6125

Description  VESA monitor bracket

• Monitor rotation 360°
• Monitor slewing capacity -5°(down) ~ +25°(up)
• Height adjustment 130 mm, for monitors up to 24 inch
• With cable management, max. load capacity 8 kg
• Dimensions: 100x100x75 mm

Article No.  64.777-G08 Standard VESA monitor bracket, 8kg load capacity
  64.777-G12 Straight VESA Monitorhalterung, 12kg load capacity
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Use of all-in-one computers
We recommend the Onyx Venus all-in-one computer
The use of all-in-one computers with WIEGAND FlexLine trolleys has proven effective. For some years now, MAX 
nursing trolleys have been equipped with Onyx Venus all-in-one computers (for example), which are used in hospitals 
throughout Switzerland. The trolleys and the computers satisfy all requirements of the nursing staff and the IT depart-
ments. 

The benefits of all-in-one computers:

• Medically certified 
• Battery-powered, can be operated 24/7
• Easily disinfected thanks to encapsulated monitor
• No messy cabling
• Maintenance-free
• Powerful and mobile

Can be operated continuously

There’s no longer any need to interrupt work processes or patient rounds. Cumbersome fiddling with cables and plugs 
is likewise a thing of the past. Position the battery charging point in a central, easily accessible location and you’ll save 
yourself precious time. The lithium-ion batteries can be changed effortlessly in only a few seconds. The hot-swap-ena-
bled design supports 24/7 operation. 

It couldn’t be easier to exchange the battery:

Check the battery charge Remove the battery Insert charged battery until it engages

For more information about all-in-one computers from Onyx, visit www.inovis-medical.ch

Individual features for nursing trolleys
Rotating, height adjustable table for FlexLine trolleys

Wiegand developed the rotating, height-adjustable table to convert nursing trolleys into mobile workstations. The nursing 
trolley can then be equipped with additional work surfaces, e.g. for laptops. The height-adjustable table can be rotated by 
360°. It can be locked in place every 90° to off er four working positions. It is infi nitely height-adjustable and enables ergono-
mic work in a seated and standing position. The rotating, height-adjustable table can also be used to modify existing nursing 
trolleys – subject to certain technical conditions*. 

All the benefi ts at a glance:

• 360° rotating, height-adjustable table
• Stepless height adjustment
• Manufactured from premium HPL
• Additional work surface
• Ergonomic work in a seated and standing position
• Can be retrofi tted to existing nursing trolleys*

*The nursing trolleys must satisfy certain technical requirements. We would gladly discuss with you whether your nursing 
trolleys are suitable for retrofi tting with a rotating, height-adjustable table.

Ideal use of space

The rotating, height-adjustable table can be equipped with a separate mouse tray. 
The mouse tray is suitable for right and left-handed persons. To save space, the 
tray can be slid back beneath the tabletop when not in use.
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Wiegand FlexLine system

With its FlexLine system, Wiegand offers you a system for individually configuring trolleys for use in 
hospitals, clinics, senior homes and care homes that’s unique on the market. We help you with your 
needs assessment and develop a custom-fit trolley in collaboration with you.

► Individually configurable trolleys with versatile range of accessories

► Swiss-made – trolleys made of robust, top-quality materials

► Sustainable investments – the trolleys can be modified if needs change

► Custom-fit solutions thanks to competent consultancy

► 5-year guarantee against material and manufacturing errors

Contact us today for a personal consulting session.


